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Zack,

Knowing what this book is—and its aim to demystify 
for beginning photographers certain aspects of what it 
means to be a working photographer—i really should have 
expected this very question. i hope i can do it justice.

Most publications have a list of preferred photographers who do regular work for 
them, and breaking into that lineup is not an easy thing to do. that being said, 
picture editors like myself are always looking at photography and for new (or new to 
them) talent. i try to stay engaged in this process as much as i can by checking out 
emailed and printed promos, photo books, magazines, blogs, and zines, as well as 
attending portfolio reviews, gallery shows, etc.

so, by the time i’ve picked up the phone to make that call to someone new to shoot 
for Rolling Stone (or even just for a meeting), more often than not i have probably 
been looking at their work for a while—basically stalking them. i might have been 
checking out their tumblr, instagram, blog, and/or web site from time to time; look-
ing at their latest shoots; or discussing them with coworkers and photo editors at 
other magazines. it isn’t always about seeing one amazing shot. it can help to see 

A:

HI sAcHA. tHAnks FoR tAkIng my QUestIon, And tHAnks 
FoR wRItIng tHIs FoRewoRd. As A senIoR PHoto edItoR At 

Rolling Stone, yoU mUst see A lot oF woRk FRom PHotogRAPHeRs. 
I’m A FAIRly new PHotogRAPHeR In tHe edItoRIAl woRld, And I’m 
wondeRIng wHAt cAtcHes yoUR AttentIon enoUgH to PIck UP tHe 
PHone And cAll A PHotogRAPHeR yoU HAVen’t woRked wItH BeFoRe.  
Is It tHe QUAlIty oF tHe woRk? Is It A gUt InstInct? yoUR neck cAn  
Be on tHe lIne wHen woRkIng wItH someone new. How do yoU know 
wHo Is oR wHo Is not goIng to woRk well wItH yoU?

Q :
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someone’s progression over time. that way, i get a better sense of their personal 
style, how they handled a particular situation, and what kind of subjects they seem to 
best connect with. watching their body of work evolve also helps to get to know them 
better, to get a sense of the kind of person they are.

More to your question…so what is it that makes me pay attention in the first place? 
You asked, “is it the quality of the work? is it a gut instinct?” Both are true. 

i’m surrounded by photography—my parents are both photographers, my twin sister 
is a visual artist, my wife is also a photo editor, i shoot a bit, and every day i work 
with photographers young and old—so i’m frequently fascinated with the processes 
they employ, the tools they use (cameras, lenses, film stock), how a shoot went, 
whatever. i totally nerd out on that. However, when i see an image that hits me hard 
and really connects with me, it’s as if all those details fall away and they’re the  
last thing i consider…if i consider them at all. the greatness of an image is in  
the intangibles.

i have my own tastes, which may differ from those of my coworkers, and since one 
of our tasks is to consider how someone’s work could be applied within the pages of 
Rolling Stone, some discussion may occur around the office about someone being 
the right fit for the magazine and/or for a particular assignment. 

if you are thinking about submitting work to us, i think it’s a great idea to be as 
familiar as possible with Rolling Stone (this would apply to any publication you’d 
like to work for). Know the different sections and the style of work used in each, the 
photographers that are employed and how. if you consider your work to be a good fit, 
then hit us up.

— sacha lecca 
senior Photo editor, Rolling Stone magazine
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i rarely, if ever, read the introductions to books. now i’m writing one. oh, the irony.

i have stuff to say about the stuff i have to say in this book.

this book was born from a Q&a tumblr blog that i started during the summer of 
2012. i began with a goal of answering 1,000 questions. i have since surpassed  
that goal. as questions come in from folks, the blog is a random brain dump of  
my thoughts and experiences as a photographer. My editor, ted waitt, and i have 
sifted through hundreds of pages of material to create this book. we started with the 
original blog posts and have edited and expanded that material for this book. the 
blog is the rough draft, the framework this book is built on.

i feel this book is going to be the grout in your photographic life. there are books on 
lighting. Books on marketing. Books on posing. i am not trying to write the definitive 
book on any one subject here. this book fills in the gaps. as much as i want to help 
explain what to do, i want to explain why you do it. i promise there is at least one 
sentence in this book that is going to impact your life as a photographer. at least  
one sentence is going to help you out and pay you back over and over and over for 
whatever you paid for this book.

Please do not think that i’m speaking from the mountain top of the photography 
industry like i’m some Grand Poobah of light or something. if there is a mountain 
top, then i just recently made it to base camp. after 16 years of pursuing photo-
graphy i feel i am just now getting ready to begin climbing. as i answer these ques-
tions, i’m doing so from the perspective of dealing with current issues in my own life, 
or i’m speaking to myself in the past. i’m saying things i wish i would have known 
“back then.”

Here’s the thing…i’m saying things to myself that, at times, i myself would not have 
wanted to hear back then. some folks think i’m sort of mean and cynical.

why am i doing this and why do people sometimes think i’m cynical?

well, let’s start with that question. 

IntRodUctIon
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These are different enough 
that some thought needs to 
go into this process of which 
one to buy.

The smaller the light source, 
the harder the light will be. The larger the light source, 
the softer the light will be. The rule of thumb when 
using a softbox is that the maximum working distance 
from the subject should be no more than twice the 
diagonal measurement of the face of the softbox.

Huh? Measure the diagonal dimension of the front of 
your softbox. The 28" Westcott has a diagonal mea-
surement of three feet. By this rule of thumb, the 
furthest you want to get that softbox from your subject 
is six feet. The 50" has a diagonal measurement of 
five feet. You have 10 feet to work with from subject 
to softbox with this light.

Why does this matter? It depends on how you shoot. 
Shoot a lot of full-length shots? Like to add a good bit 
of negative space to a photo? If so, then you’d first go 
to the 50" box because you can back that thang up 
10 feet from your subjects and still get a good qual-
ity of light from it. Like to shoot tighter? You do more 
headshot to 3/4-length shots? The 28" can work in that 
scenario since you are framing tighter to your subjects 
and the light can be closer in.

A:

ZAck, i’m lookinG At buyinG my FiRSt SoFtbox. i’m DEbAtinG 
bEtWEEn thE 28" WEStcott Apollo AnD thE 50" Apollo. not 

REAlly SuRE Which onE to Go With FiRSt. i mAinly Stick to poRtRAitS, 
hiGh School SEnioRS, AnD couplES. thouGhtS?

Q :

Also think about the light source you have. The further 
you back the light up from the subject the more power 
you’ll need from your light. Using a hotshoe flash in a 
50" softbox from 10 feet away? You’ll be living at full 
power on that light and still only get f4 or f5.6 at best. 
Inverse square law is a bitch. If I’m taking my 50" to a 
10-foot mark from the subject then I’m typically driv-
ing it with an Alien Bee or something more powerful 
than a hotshoe flash.

Now then, we’re just talking about a basic rule of 
thumb. Yes, you can put a 28" box 10 feet from your 
subject. You can. But you will begin to lose the quality 
of light that you got that box for in the first place. As 
you move the box further from your subject it becomes 
a smaller light source in relationship to them. Think 
about moving a 50" box to 100 feet away from your 
subject. It would be a pinpoint light source on them. 
Move it 10 inches from your subject and it’s massive 
on them now! A huge, soft, wrapping light source.

Another thing to think about is the spread of light 
from a softbox. Umbrellas and the like sort of wash 
an area with light. You can shoot one person or 10 
people with an umbrella. A softbox is more directional 
than an umbrella. The smaller the softbox, the smaller 
the spread. I typically use the 28" when I’m shooting 
one to two people. Those two people need to be close 
together. I’ll shoot one to four or five people with the 
50" box.



9

Pictured here are the two softboxes in question. They are 

two of my favorite modifiers. These two softboxes have been 

part of my regular kit of gear for nearly 10 years. They work 

great with both hotshoe flashes and larger strobes.
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You say you’re mainly shooting seniors and couples. 
The 28" will be a good starting point. The 50" can 
work, as well. It would allow you to put a little more 
room between couples when you are posing them. You 
can increase the spread from the softbox by backing 
it away from them, but remember that rule of thumb 
I mentioned: You’ll only want to take the 28" back to 
about six feet. Once you need to go beyond six feet 
then you’ll either sacrifice quality of light or you’ll jump 
up to the 50" box.

You could just about toss a coin and pick one. I guess 
I’d suggest the 28" to you first. Go with that and use 
it for six months. Get to know that light really, really 
well. Know what it will do and what it won’t do. After 
six months of shooting you’ll start to know if the 50" 
is the next step you need. You’ll know this if you con-
stantly find that you need a larger spread of light for 
couples, or if you always live at that six-foot range of 
the smaller box.

Another thing to think about is to get the 28" box and 
a 60" umbrella. The 28" is there for tight shots and 
single-person compositions. The umbrella gets pulled 
out when you are shooting more than two people or you 
need a wider spread of light for the situation you are 
in. A good umbrella can be had for $30 or so. It’s good 
to have one in your bag at all times. It’s the Swiss Army 
knife of modifiers.

The 28" Westcott Apollo was used here. It 

is just outside of the frame to camera left. 

It creates a beautiful soft light with more 

dramatic shadows, as it is smaller than the 

50". The 50" box would wrap more light 

around her face and open up the shadows. 

Maybe you want that in a photo. At that 

point, you then use the 50" instead of the 

28". :: Nikon D3 / 85mm / f1.8 @ 1/250th 

@ ISO 200 with a hotshoe flash in the box.



The 50" Westcott Apollo—or 

“Big Mama,” as I call it—

was used here. The face of 

the box was approximately 

four feet from the subject 

and was being powered with 

a Nikon SB-80DX flash that 

was somewhere around half 

power. :: Canon 5D Mk II / 

24–70mm L @ 40mm / f3.2 

@ 1/160th @ ISO 400.
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photography organizations, 82
photography representatives, 

224–225
photography schools, 123–124
photojournalism, 23
photos

cropping/blurring, 204–205
delivering disappointing, 

238–239
editing your portfolio of, 

216–223
finding in every situation, 28
honest critiques of, 35, 222–223

PhotoShelter service, 216
Phottix triggers, 243
pixel peeping, 104
Pocket Wizards, 243
Polaris light meter, 235
portfolios

building, 18, 167
editing/organizing, 216–223
reviews of, 35, 222–223

portraits
fashion photos and, 136
finding subjects for, 18–19
getting work shooting, 147–149
importance of loved ones in, 

62–65
perfect client worksheet for, 

290–291
pricing examples for, 210

Norton, Cary, 222
nude photos, 72, 116–117
NYC Photo Works, 35
Nylon magazine, 40, 86, 260

O
off-camera flash, 103
one-light setup, 78
organizations, photography, 82

P
paid work, 147–149
Palm Springs Photo Expo, 35
Parks, Gordon, 201, 228
paying your dues, 66
PDN magazine, 78
perceived sharpness, 100, 103
perfect client worksheet, 290–291
Perfido, Eolo, 241
personal projects, 139, 272–279
personal style, 48–49, 180
Phase One cameras, 105, 108, 

262, 268
photo credits, 254–255
Photo Mechanic program, 218
Photo Plus Expo, 35
Photoflex Pro-Duty Backdrop 

Support Kit, 182
photographers

genres for, 21–26
list of great, 228

photography business
bidding on jobs in, 212–213
deciding to start, 140–142, 

171–172
making connections for, 

167–168
marketing, 168, 177, 194–198
monthly expenses worksheet, 

288–289

McNally, Joe, 13, 20, 56, 121
medium format systems, 104–105, 

108
Meiselas, Susan, 228
memory card organizers, 269
Men’s Book magazine, 72
Messi, Lionel, 137–138
meters. See light meters
models

directing and posing, 58–60
fashion photography with, 

133–136
monthly expenses worksheet, 

288–289
Moo.com business cards, 197
motion blur, 99, 101, 204
moving subjects, 100
multiple exposure mode, 86
music photography, 25

author’s start in, 14–15
charging a band for, 143–146
cities for working in, 165–166
client involvement in, 169
connecting with artists in, 167
live music shoots in, 164–166
Living Things photo shoot, 86–93
T.I. photo shoot, 174–175
White Stripes concert, 118–119

n
Nachtwey, James, 228
naming your business, 187
National Press Photographers 

Association (NPPA), 157
newspaper jobs, 165
Nikon cameras/lenses, 13, 247
No Plastic Sleeves web site, 223
noise

high ISO settings and, 100
reducing in images, 130
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slow-paying clients, 250
Smith, Brian, 247
Smith, W. Eugene, 228
softboxes, 8–11

grids used on, 159–160
quality of light from, 12
umbrellas vs., 8, 10

Somji, Mohamed, 249
Sony cameras, 247
space considerations, 29, 240–241
sports photography

equipment for, 30
photos of players, 137–138

spot metering, 6, 7, 232
starting out, 131
stock photos, 113
street photography

candid, 68–70, 110
personal safety in, 244–246
portrait, 18–19, 110–111

Strobist.com blog, 249
studio space, 240–241, 242
style

finding your own, 48–49, 180
substance over, 71

substance over style, 71
success, definitions of, 201

T
talking to strangers, 54–57
teaching and learning, 85
technical mindset, 204–205
tenacity, 149
Testino, Mario, 228
thank you cards, 197
Think Tank gear bags, 184, 185
three-light setup, 80
T.I. photo shoot, 174–175
time considerations, 47, 53, 131

résumés/CVs, 84
Rhodes, James, 285
Richardson, Terry, 149
Ritts, Herb, 228
Robbins, Tony, 172
Rock-N-Roller folding cart, 184
room size considerations, 29, 

240–241
Roversi, Paulo, 204, 228

S
Salgado, Sebastiao, 228
sandbags, 182
schools, photography, 123–124
second shooter jobs, 127–128, 144
Sekonic light meters, 235–236
self-assignments, 150–151
self-criticism, 280–281
self-promotion, 194–198
Seliger, Mark, 228–229
Sellers, Bryan, 41
selling

unused equipment, 34
your services, 256–257

sensors
cropped, 51–52
medium format, 105

sharpness
focusing issues related to, 96–97
low light photography and, 

98–103
shoot-through umbrellas, 214
showing your work, 231
shutter speed

handheld cameras and, 96
sharpness related to, 99, 100, 

101
Silvin, Rene, 72–75
Sirota, Peggy, 228

providing files of, 209–210
self-assignment on, 150–151
street photos as, 18–19, 

110–111
posing models, 58
post-processing, 48–49
pre-shoot anxiety, 170
pre-visualization, 58–59
pricing

bidding and, 212–213
compromising on, 176
example of calculating, 152–155
guidelines for setting, 156–157
music photography, 143–146
portrait photography, 210
posting on your web site, 

177–179
prime lenses, 80, 268
printed book/portfolio/album, 195
Professional Photographers of 

America (PPA), 82
promo cards, 197

Q
quality of light, 12, 100
Quarles, Wes, 45–46, 47

R
Ramsay, Gordon, 158
rate setting. See pricing
rating photos, 219
RAW files, 211, 217
referrals, asking for, 168
reflective meters, 232–233
reflectors, 37–41
relationship stress, 173
release forms, 110
renting equipment, 30
reps, photography, 224–225
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Westcott
Apollo softboxes, 8–11
white cotton backdrop, 183

Weston, Edward, 228
White, Jack, 118–119
white cotton backdrop, 183
white seamless, 29
White Stripes concert, 118–119
wide-open aperture, 100
Winters, Dan, 46, 122, 228
Wonderful Machine, 146, 225
work prints, 219–220
work-for-hire contracts, 251
worksheets

advertising/commercial 
photography, 293

gear acquisition timeline, 286
magazine photography, 292
monthly cost of doing business, 

288–289
perfect wedding/portrait client, 

290–291

Y
Yang, Peter, 228
Yongnuo flashes, 243, 262, 268
YouTube resources

DigitalRev channel, 55
light meter info, 236

trade shows, 83
Trent, Vernon, 271
Turner, Ted, 190
Turnley, David, 228
two-light setup, 80

U
umbrellas, 8, 10, 214, 268
underpriced jobs, 176
usage agreements, 251–253
UV filters, 67

V
Vee, Jennie, 267
vision, 60
VR lenses, 96

W
wage setting. See pricing
war photography, 135–136
web sites

creating, 194–195, 199–200
mixing genres on, 188–189
photo galleries on, 223
posting pricing on, 177–179

Wedding and Portrait Photographers 
International (WPPI), 82

wedding photography
marketing at bridal shows, 

206–207
pay rate for second shooters of, 

144
perfect client worksheet for, 

290–291
supporting a passion through, 

120
Weeman, Michael, 145–146
Weems, Hassel, 32
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